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PLEASE NOTE that you do NOT have to answer ALL the questions - but that you have CHOICES in e

Section A [20]

Answsr only 2 of the questions in this section
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Similar or identical operating system: The ssms basic operating sysiem is available for 3II f
members.
Increasing s peed: Th~s rats of instruction execution increases in going from lowsr to higher i

members
increasing Number of 1/0 ports • In coins from low$r to highsf family members.

Increasing cost: In going from Icv/sr to higher family members.
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Question 2 {10}

Instruction address calculation (iac): Determine the address of the next instruction to be executed
Instruction fetch (if): Read instruction from its memory location into the processor.
Instruction operation decoding (iod): Analyze instruction to determine typs of operation to be
performed and operand(s) to be used
Operand address calculation (oac): If the operation involves rsference to an operand in memory or
available via I/O, then determine the address 'at the operand.
Operand fetch (of): Fetch the operand from memory or rsad it in from I/O.
Data operation (do): Perform the operation indicated in ihs instruction.
Operand store (os): Write the result into memory or out to I/O.

Wha! is the benefit of using a multiple-til

a single-bus architecture?

architecture compared (

(3)
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decoded in memory. However, since the dais bus is only 15 bits, it will require 2 cycles
io fetch a 32-bit instruction or operand.
The 18 bits of ihs address p/aced on the address bus can't access the whole memory.
Tfius a more complex memory interface control is needed to latch the first part ot the

for 3 32-bn address, one may assume the first half will decode to access a "row" in
memory, while ths second hslf is sen; later to access a "column'''In memor/. In addition
to the^two-step addtes-s -operation, "ths microprocessor will need 2 cycles to fetch Ihs 32
iSit ~insiruc:ion/Qcsrand
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- iflr *%Assume !h=; ihe microprocessor has a c>us cycle whose minimum duration equals_four clock ,-,<•-.cycfss. •
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Answer (rp4.1)
The cache is divided into 16 sets of 4 lines sach.
Therefore. 4 bits are needed to identify the set number.
Main memory consists of 4K-= 212 blocks.
Therefore, the set plus tag fengths must be 12 bits. Four bits identify the set: therefore the tag length
8 bits lona.

Question 2 -f

(- 1. : What are the differences among direct mapping, associative mapping

and set-associative mapping?

{10}

Question 3 {10}

CQp!OOOi_ogoi 1.011 ^ - _;
11000011 0011 0100 fe.. • ."

1101 0000 0001 1101 •' ,- ' -• ' '-'

1010 1010 1010 1010 2-1-.-; ' :

SusGose the byte with addresses 0001-10 IG 0001 1010 is siore'd in the cache

VVhsS are the addresses o:" the other bytes stored along >.v:th i:? (1)
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